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Adventures in Odyssey is exciting, character-building audio entertainment for the whole

familyâ€•brought to life by an award-winning team that uses storytelling to teach lasting truths. So

grab your imagination and find out why over 20 million Adventures in Odyssey products have been

distributed worldwide.In The Wildest Summer Ever, usually sunny Odyssey is about to get hit by a

downpour of disasters. From a violent tornado to a turbulent voyage with Jonah, anythingâ€™s

possible in this little town. Will Connie, Jack, Lucy, and the Barclays be able to ride out the storms?

One thing is certain. The climate in Odyssey is always right for learning priceless lessons, through

rain or shine. Previously published as Stormy Weather.
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PARENTAL WARNING, please take note: "The Case of the Secret Room, Part 1 and 2" ... as well

as, "The Last Great Adventure of the Summer" are a bit intense. ......."The Case of the Secret

Room" talks about a robbery gone bad which caused someone to be shot, killed and skeletonized in

a concealed/hidden room in the Basement of Whit's End. Also has a creepy elderly man who breaks

into Whit's End and with *creepy voice* tells Whit to "stay out of my way".* "The Last Great

Adventure of the Summer" has the villian talking about flesh eating piranhas, *Has a high speed

chase, and someone gets push over the ledge of a tall building.This used to have the name "Stormy



Weather" and has all of the same Episodes on it.031: Family Vacation, Part 1 of 2032: Family

Vacation, Part 2 of 2033: The Day Independence Came034: Stormy Weather035: V.B.S. Blues036:

Kids' Radio037: Camp What-a-Nut, Part 1 of 2038: Camp What-a-Nut, Part 2 of 2039: The Case of

the Secret Room, Part 1 of 2040: The Case of the Secret Room, Part 2 of 2041: Return to the Bible

Room042: The Last Great Adventure of the Summer

THis is more of a review for all of the Adventures in Odyssey CD sets - although we DO love this

one! We stumbled onto AIO through my sister, starting with Focus on the Family radio drama of

Chronicles of Narnia - HIGHLY RECOMMEND! We listened to most of Focus' Radio Dramas (ALL

fantastic) and then headed into AIO. Our first set was the Collection ( in a black box) - it is a great

way to get a taste of the series at a great price. After some trial and error, we have started to

purchase by Volume - that way they are in order. The stories do follow each other especially in later

volumes. We started at Volume 45 (before we realized the stories continued into the next volume)

finshed the whole series and then started back at volume 1 (we are just about to start volume 7).My

kids are 7, 9 and 11 - we have been listening for a couple years...in the car! We spend at least an

hour 5 days a week driving to and from swim team. To redeem that wasted time, we listen to AIO.

The kids LOVE it, I LOVE it because they don't fight when AIO is on and they are getting much

needed spiritual reinforcement!

My 2 youngest boys had these tapes growing up. We listened to nearly everyone of them.

Wonderful moral lessons and very entertaining. Note that the voice of the soda pop owner is the guy

who played Otis on the Andy Griffith show.

We listen to AiO a lot on our drive to school or on long vacations. The first thing my kids say when

they get in the car is, "Can we listen to Odyssey?" I would never say "no" to AiO....it's awesome!

I love Adventures in odyssey!!! When me and my friends are driving down the road we just throw an

Adventures in odyssey CD in the CD player. And we don't even worry about when we're going to

get to where we're headed. We're just having fun listening to the CD.. And great reliable services to

when it's gonna be delivered to you... AWESOME!!!! :)

My son (8 yr.) really enjoys Focus On The Family, Adventure In Odyssey. We listen to each one

over & over again. There are many valuable life lessons in each one. The series takes place in your



imagination. I highly recommend it for your children.

As always, the AIO team delivers quality engaging stories with biblical principles. The only complaint

I have is that one or two of the episodes are repeats from another CD. My son doesn't mind but I

would have liked to have known that when I was purchasing the product.

Great stories for little (and older) ears! Adventures in Odyssey has a great reputation for presenting

fun and value filled stories that capture the attention of individuals of all ages. Highly recommended

for a road trip or just to listen on a lazy day!
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